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by Guy Belleranti

Space Alien Guests

This week some cute space aliens       

Stayed at my house as guests.        

I made their stay a pleasant one

By meeting these requests:

Please do not vacuum while we’re here.

Please lock up all your brooms.  

Please put away the dusting cloths.  

Please do not mop the rooms.  

You might think these requests are strange,

But cleaning isn’t funny

When you’re a cute space alien

Who’s built like a dust bunny.

- Originally published in the August 2017 issue of FrostFire Worlds Magazine
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2) Why was cleaning not safe for the aliens?

1) What special requests do the aliens make?

3) How does the poet feel when guests came to his house?

4) List out some adjectives in the poem.

5) Identify the rhyming words in the poem.
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2) Why was cleaning not safe for the aliens?

The aliens were built like dust bunnies, so cleaning was not safe for them.

1) What special requests do the aliens make?

The aliens request the poet’s family not to use vacuum cleaners, brooms, 

mops and dust cloths, while they stay.

3) How does the poet feel when guests came to his house?

The poet is overjoyed to have the guests and takes good care of them.

4) List out some adjectives in the poem.

cute, pleasant, strange and funny

5) Identify the rhyming words in the poem.

guests and requests, brooms and rooms, funny and bunny
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